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Masters Circle Reaches Out to All Health and
Wellness Professionals

Editorial Staff

The Masters Circle recently announced an invitation to not only chiropractors, but all licensed
health care specialists, including, acupuncturists, naturopaths, medical doctors, nurses, podiatrists,
dentists, nutritionists, physical therapists, veterinarians, pharmacists, psychologists and
optometrists, to attend the Masters Circle SuperConference in Orlando, Fla., Oct. 26 through Oct.
28, 2006.



"The Masters Circle is widening its scope of service to include virtually all health and wellness
professionals," said President Bob Hoffman, DC. "With a full complement of life coaches and
experienced counselors, we focus upon driving the profits and performance levels of health care
professionals - helping them to achieve the goals that they expect and deserve."



In addition to founders Drs. Bob Hoffman, Dennis Perman and Larry Markson, several other
speakers and Masters Circle faculty will be in attendance this year to share "The Seven Magical
Principles." Robin Sharma, international best-selling author and expert on leadership, will discuss
"The Seven Successful Habits of World Class Performers." Debbie Ford, founder of the Ford
Institute for Integrative Coaching, will talk about "The Seven Expressions of Greatness" and
answer the question, "What does it take to live a life of happiness, fulfillment and balance while
advancing your career and making a difference in people's lives?" Dr. Maurice Pisciottano, CEO
and founder
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of ProSolutions, will share "The Seven Elements to a Profitable Practice." Dr. Patrick Gentempo,
co-founder and CEO of Chiropractic Leadership Alliance, will discuss "The Seven Cardinal Rules for
Succeeding in The Wellness Practice." Sonia Choquette, vibrational healer and seven-sensory
spiritual teacher, will share her thoughts on "Seven Sensory Living." Richard Flint will discuss the
"Seven Pillars for Achieving a Millionaire Mindset" and William Esteb, creative director of Patient
Media, will address "The Seven Principles for Converting to Cash."

The SuperConference will be held at the Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort. For more
information about the SuperConference, including an online registration form, visit
www.themasterscircle.com.
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